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Season 2, Episode 15
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The Quick and the Wed



Wallace's new girlfriend Jane enlists Veronica's help when her older sister Heidi appears to be a "runaway bride," but the clues suggest something possibly more disturbing happened on the way to the altar. Meanwhile, Keith and Veronica decide that they have no choice but to go to Sheriff Lamb with the evidence they've uncovered about the bus crash. Later, Kendall has a tempting offer for Aaron Echolls.
Quest roles:
Michael Muhney(Sheriff Don Lamb), Daran Norris(Clifford McCormack), Harry Hamlin(Aaron Echolls), Ken Marino(Vinnie Van Lowe), Charisma Carpenter(Kendall Casablancas), Michael Kostroff(Mr. Pope), Rick Peters(Dr. Tom Griffith), Jessy Schram(Hannah Griffith), Stacy Edwards(Stephanie Denenberg), Gary Weeks(Detailer), Kevin Skousen(Joseph Mann), Dawn Olivieri(Maggie), Michael Ausiello(Blushing Guy), Katherine Cunningham-Eves(Collette), Valorie Curry(Jane Kuhne), Mario Ardila Jr.(Arturo), Virginia Williams(Heidi Kuhne), Janora McDuffie(Kim), Danielle Vernengo(Jen), Christopher Mur(Paul Mann), Brad Ashten(Nick), Jack Owen(Reverend)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
22 March 2006, 21:00
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